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SoftXChange PCL to IMAGE Converter is a easy-to-use software designed to help users easily convert images from PCL files into the most common raster image formats, such as PNG, JPG, BMP, TIFF, and TIF. With this piece of software, users can easily create raster images from printer output files, such as PCL4, PCL5e, PCL5c, PCLXL (PCL6), and even PCL12, while at the same time being able to reduce color depth (grayscale), change resolution (dimensions),
change the format of the image, compress it, or create a multi-page TIFF file. This powerful and efficient conversion utility also comes with support for batch conversion, which means that users can transform multiple files at the same time without much of a hassle. At the same time, the software comes with support for converting to 1, 4, 8, 24bit and 4, 8bit grayscale formats. Another great thing about SoftXChange PCL to IMAGE Converter is the fact that the

software has a simple, easy-to-use interface, which allows users to create their image files in almost no time. At the same time, the software is designed to be highly efficient, which means that it can transform several different files in a single go without much of a hassle. One thing that users should keep in mind when it comes to SoftXChange PCL to IMAGE Converter is the fact that it offers the same functionality as the SoftXChange PCL to IMAGE Converter, but
that it can be used on an unlimited number of computers within the same company, which makes it a great option for enterprise customers. SoftXChange PCL to IMAGE Converter Description: SkySoft PCL to IMAGE Converter is a powerful, easy-to-use and reliable software designed to provide users with the possibility to easily create images from PCL files. Users can easily create raster images from printer output files such as PCL4, PCL5e, PCL5c, or PCLXL

(PCL6) using this application, while at the same time being able to reduce color depth (grayscale), change resolution (dimensions), change the format of the image, compress it, or create a multi-page TIFF file. This powerful and efficient conversion utility also comes with support for batch conversion, which
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• Modify and execute the macros that are stored in the selected document. • Create and manage collections. • Save the changes made on the selected collections. • Send emails with the generated documents. • Remove all the selected files. • Select specific columns and rows from the selected document to be removed. • Select an area of the document and modify the background colour. • Select columns or rows and modify the formatting of specific cells. • Use the scroll
bar to browse through the selected document. • Change the orientation of the selected document. • Use the help feature to better understand the different options and techniques. • Able to create the image from the selected areas in the document. • Able to export the image to the desired destination. • Click on the “Run” button to execute the selected actions. • Able to select the new image in the opened “Save as Image” dialogue. • Able to select the desired type of file to
be exported. • Change the compression ratio. • Customise the save path for the created image. • Import and export the various types of documents in the folder. • Import or export the selected document with the option to save it in different formats. • Save the settings of the original document in the new document. • Save the settings of the selected document in the new document. • Import the settings from the original document to the new document. • Batch converting

the selected documents. • Save the settings of the selected document in the new document. • Setting the configuration options for converting the selected document. • Set the page width and height of the output document. • Set the page size. • Print the original document. • Start the conversion process. • Customise the page sizes and the configuration. • Option to set the double-sided options for printing documents. • Option to set the quality of printing. • Use the help
feature to better understand the different options and techniques. • Able to create the image from the selected areas in the document. 1d6a3396d6
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OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK is a free to use solution that allows users to convert PCL to image (JPEG/BMP/PNG/TIF/TIFF/PCX/PS/PFA/PDF) file formats. Convert PCL to TIF, TIFF, JPEG, PNG and many other image formats Create multiple output image files from a single PCL file Batch conversion feature Supports PDF conversion Supports color conversion (8bit, 24bit) Supports monochrome conversion (1bit, 4bit) Supports image compression
(LZW, JPG, GIF) Supports image encryption (AES, RC4, RC2) Supports one of the following 8 compression algorithms PackBits CCITT Group3 CCITT Group4 RLE JPEG PCL6 EOF EMF WMF PDF This licensed version does not support more than 5 PCs Change the document settings prior to conversion Optional option to preserve margins and borders Optional option to preserve page layout Supports the latest pcl versions (pcl1.1.0/pcl1.2.0/pcl1.3.0) Screenshot
OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK Ultimate License Key Features Create multiple output image files from a single PCL file Supported PCL versions Batch conversion feature Supports color conversion (8bit, 24bit) Supports monochrome conversion (1bit, 4bit) Supports image compression (LZW, JPG, GIF) Supports image encryption (AES, RC4, RC2) Supports one of the following 8 compression
algorithms PackBits CCITT Group3 CCITT Group4 RLE JPEG PCL6 EOF EMF WMF PDF PDF Microsoft Office Suite (e.g. Word, Excel, Power Point, Visio) Calc Calc Access Access Project Project Word (e.g. 2010, 2013) Word (e.g. 2007, 2003) Word (e.g. 2000, XP)

What's New in the OakDoc PCL To IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License?

OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License is a simple piece of software designed to provide users with the possibility to easily create images from PCL files. With this application, users can easily convert their printer output files such as PCL4, PCL5e, PCL5c, or PCL XL (PCL6), into raster images or into vector documents such as TIF, TIFF, JPG, JPEG, BMP, or PNG. The tool has been built with a simple, easy-to-use interface that allows users to
create their image files in almost no time, while also providing them with a variety of tools to modify the output files according to their needs. This powerful and efficient conversion utility also comes with support for batch conversion, which means that users can transform multiple files at the same time without much of a hassle. At the same time, the software comes with support for multi-page TIFF images, as well as for vector formats (WMF and EMF). OakDoc PCL
to IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License allows users to modify the color depth and resolution settings of the output images before kicking off the conversion process, while also providing them with support for converting to 1, 4, 8, 24bits and 4, 8bits grayscale formats. With this application, users can also take advantage of multifarious compression of tiff images, including LZW, JPEG, PACKBITS, CCITT Group3, CCITT Group4, RLE etc., while also being able
to combine multiple pcl/pxl files into a single multi-page tiff file. The software also allows users to convert files to PDF, while being able to preserve the layout of the original document. One thing that users should keep in mind when it comes to OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License is the fact that it offers the same functionality as the OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK, but that it can be used on an unlimited number of computers within the
same company, which makes it a great option for enterprise customers. License: If you are using OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK in your enterprise, this application is protected by the following license: OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License When you purchase the OakDoc PCL to IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License, you will receive a license key that can be used to activate the license at any number of computers within the same
company. By using a subscription license of the product, you can use the product only for one, 2, 3 or 5 PCs simultaneously, and if you exceed this limit (more than 5 computers), you will have to purchase a license key for each additional computer, as the number of permitted computers per license key is limited. The
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System Requirements For OakDoc PCL To IMAGE Converter SDK Unlimited License:

- NVIDIA GTX 970, 1060/1060 TI, or AMD equivalent - Intel i5 3570, i7 3770, or AMD equivalent - 4GB RAM - 25GB available space Additional Requirements: - Microsoft.NET Framework 4.5.2 or higher Game Requirements: - Windows OS (1064/1090) or macOS (1060/1060 TI) Please send me a.scpt file at support@blackplanet.co.za and I will get back
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